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The private hospitals in Europe and the United States were always many times more powerful than 

public hospitals! 

At this moment, in a quiet private hospital on the outskirts of Hawaii, the entrance of the emergency 

room was lit with a cold light. The red light above the emergency room was lit with the words ‘surgery is 

in progress’ in English. 

Meanwhile, Dongfang Mo was smoking alone at the end of the corridor! 

Actually, he did not smoke much because the flickering, meteor-like cigarette butts were constantly 

emitting faint, invisible smoke between his index and middle fingers. Meanwhile, his ice-cold face was 

clouded by the smoke. 

Mu Ru was standing outside the operating room, leaning against the wall. She bit her lips with her teeth, 

but tears were rolling in her eyes. 

She did not expect things to turn out like this, and she did not expect that the injured person would be 

mu Xue. 

The situation at that time was very critical, and it was almost too late for people to think. She closed her 

eyes slightly, and her heart was very calm. She thought that life and death depended on fate and wealth. 

Since the King of Hell wanted to take her away, then struggling would not be of any use. 

However, she never expected that she would be safe and sound after the gunshot rang out, and Mu 

Xue, who was beside her, actually… … … 

Actually, Mu Ru didn’t know that the situation at that time was like this. 

Dongfang Mo was in a passive situation. He could only save one of the two of them, but to be honest, he 

actually wanted to save both of them. 

Therefore, he quickly used his eyes to signal Hao to save Mu Xue, and he himself planned to risk his life 

to pounce on Mu Ru. Even if the other party’s underling really pulled the trigger, the one who would be 

injured would only be him and not mu ru. 

However, the situation was far more complicated than he had imagined. That was because the underling 

who was originally holding back Mu Xue had pointed the gun at him almost the moment he pulled the 

trigger. His target was actually to kill him. 

Meanwhile, the underling who was originally holding back Mu Ru’s gun had pointed the gun at Xi Muxue 

the moment he pulled the trigger. Meanwhile, Xi muxue quickly pounced in front of Dongfang Mo when 

she realized that Dongfang Mo was in danger. 



Thus, Xi Muxue took the bullet for Dongfang Mo. Therefore, Dongfang Mo’s subordinates who were 

supposed to save mu Xue accidentally saved Mu Ru, while Mu Xue was shot twice. One shot was in her 

left shoulder and the other in her abdomen. 

Mu Ru leaned against the wall and felt extremely uncomfortable. Xi Muxue had told her more than once 

that she loved Dongfang Mo deeply, but she always felt that Xi Muxue’s words must have been mixed 

with a lot of water. 

Now, reality proved that Xi muxue really loved Dongfang Mo very much. At the crucial moment, she 

actually stood up. No, she stood up with her pregnant body that was four months pregnant and did not 

hesitate to take the bullet for Dongfang Mo.. 

Even a piece of ice that was a thousand years old would probably be touched and melted by such 

passionate love. Moreover, Dongfang Mo was actually not a piece of ice that was a thousand years old. 

He was actually just a slightly colder person. 

Looking at the lonely and lonely figure of the man smoking at the end of the corridor not far away, her 

heart actually started to hurt bit by bit. 

She had thought that she would not care, but now that it had really come to this, she realized that she 

had unknowingly placed him in her heart a long time ago. Unknowingly, she had developed greed. Even 

after he had taken her to Nim for their honeymoon, she had even secretly thought that.. In his heart, the 

person he was currently in love with might be himself and not Xi Muxue. 

However, right now, the person Dongfang Mo was in love with in his heart was no longer important 

because what was important was that her feelings for Dongfang Mo were insignificant compared to Xi 

Muxue’s great love for Dongfang Mo. . 
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The surgery went on for two and a half hours. Finally, the words on the operating theater door were 

gone. The Red Light turned into a green light. Then, the operating theater door was pulled open, and a 

doctor wearing a blue surgical gown walked out. 

“Doctor, I… How is Xi Muxue? ” In her anxiety, Mu Ru actually forgot that they were in the United States 

and English was spoken here, so she spoke Chinese again. 

“Doctor, how is Miss Xi’s condition now? ” Dongfang Mo walked over and asked with concern in 

American English in a heavy and calm manner. 

“The surgery has been completed and the patient has been resuscitated. The adult is fine, but the child 

in her stomach has already been miscarried. Moreover, because the bullet directly hit the uterus, she 

probably won’t be able to give birth in the future… “. The doctor explained Xi Muxue’s current situation 

to Dongfang Mo in detail … 

Meanwhile, Mu Ru quietly turned around and left when she heard that Xi Muxue was fine. Actually, 

anyone would have thought that Mu Xue’s child had been miscarried, and it was not surprising that Mu 

Xue would not be able to give birth in the future. 



The reason why Mu Xue had kept this bastard child back then was because if this child was aborted, 

there would be no chance of getting pregnant again in the future? 

She had been waiting here all this while for only one purpose, and that was to find out about Mu Xue’s 

condition. No matter what, she was the sister of one of her siblings, and she had the same blood flowing 

through her body. 

Since Mu Xue was seriously injured, she was relieved. Of course, with such serious injuries, she would 

probably have to stay in the hospital for at least half a month, right It was better for her not to be a third 

wheel. 

As soon as she walked out of the Emergency Hall, she saw Ahao’s car parked in the parking lot. When he 

saw her coming out, he immediately opened the car door for her and told her to get in the car. 

Mu Ru hesitated for a moment, but she still got in the car. Because she was not familiar with America, 

she could not even find the direction when she walked out alone. Therefore, she had to ask Ahao to 

drive her back to her aunt’s house. 

As soon as she sat down, Ahao handed her a high-class lunch box. She was stunned for a moment and 

took it. She opened it with her hand and found that it was actually delicious Chinese food. 

“I bought this from a Chinese restaurant. ” Ahao saw that Mu ru was stunned, so he patiently explained 

to her, “the president said that you were shocked today and probably didn’t eat anything in the 

afternoon, so he specially asked me to help you buy your favorite white-cut chicken. ” 

Mu Ru nodded. She didn’t expect Dongfang Mo to still remember her. She thought that after Xi Muxue 

was injured, he should have completely forgotten about her because ever since he carried Xi Muxue and 

ran like crazy.. He shouldn’t be able to see anyone else. 

She was indeed hungry because it was already past two in the morning and she had breakfast yesterday. 

Moreover, she was pregnant, so it would be strange if she was not hungry. 

However, hunger was hunger, and mood was mood. Sometimes, people could not eat just because they 

were hungry. Many times, even if you were hungry until your stomach ached, because your mood was 

extremely bad, you still did not have the slightest appetite. 

And she was like this at the moment, so she did not have any appetite when faced with the delicious 

white-cut chicken. Hence, she quietly closed the box of rice and said softly, “Ahao, send me back to 

great-aunt’s house first. I’m so sleepy. ” 

Ahao nodded and immediately started the car. He quickly drove out of the hospital gate and then 

quietly drove towards her great-aunt’s house in the middle of the night… … 
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Although it was already past two in the morning, because of Mu Ru’s disappearance, great-aunt’s house 

was still brightly lit. Even great-aunt and little feather had not slept yet. 



Seeing that she had returned safely, great-aunt heaved a long sigh of relief. She quickly asked if she had 

seen Dongfang Mo and said that Dongfang Mo had gone to look for her. Her disappearance had made 

everyone anxious. 

Mu Ru quickly said that she had seen Dongfang Mo. he still had some matters to deal with at the back, 

so she came back first. Ahao, who had followed her in, also confirmed to grandma Gu that what mu ru 

said was true. Dongfang Mo was indeed still dealing with other matters. 

When little feather saw Mu Ru, he was exceptionally happy. He immediately threw himself into Mu Ru’s 

arms and cried and laughed as he shouted, “Mommy, you scared me to death. Why did you disappear? 

Don’t you have a sense of direction at your age? ” 

Mu Ru did not answer little feather’s question. Instead, she quickly swept her eyes across the living 

room and asked without batting an eyelid, “Um, third young master Dongfang, also known as Dongfang 

Jun, didn’t he come back? ” 

“Say, AH JUN? ” Grandma took over from the side and said, “Ah Jun came back with us in the afternoon. 

Then he went out again and said that he had something to do. ” 

“came back with you guys? ” Mu Ru became more and more confused. She couldn’t help but ask, “so 

Dongfang Jun is with you guys today? ” 

“Yes, we are playing with third uncle, ” little feather continued Then he said a little angrily, “it’s all 

because of you, Mommy. We waited for you for a long time but you didn’t come. Didn’t third uncle call 

you to come? Didn’t he call you? ” 

Mu Ru’s heart skipped a beat. She avoided little feather’s question and asked softly, “Yu Yu, where are 

you guys playing today? Is it fun? ” 

“We went to Kauai S, ” little feather said very loudly. “Kauai is very fun. It’s a pity mommy didn’t come. I 

wanted to take a photo with Mommy. ” 

Kauai Mu Ru was stunned. If she remembered correctly, Dongfang Jun seemed to have told her about 

Molokai. Was Dongfang Jun mistaken or did she really hear it wrong? 

“Alright, since you’re back safe and sound, hurry up and go upstairs to rest. I’m sleepy too, ” the great 

aunt yawned and walked to her room. 

Mu Ru held onto little feather’s hand and went upstairs. Little feather was still a child after all. After 

brewing the medicine for so long, he was extremely sleepy, so he walked into his own room and fell 

asleep in less than two minutes after he laid on the bed. 

After Mu ru showered, she walked into the bedroom and lay on the spacious bed that belonged to her 

and Dongfang Mo. she was also very tired, but she did not feel sleepy at all. 

Tired, very tired. It was not just her body, but also her heart. She had never felt so tired before. It was as 

if she no longer had any strength to withstand any blows and pressure. 

Unable to sleep, she unconsciously placed her hand on her stomach. The child in her stomach belonged 

to her and Dongfang Mo. it was truly a blessing in disguise 



Although she had been kidnapped again during her pregnancy, it was fortunate that the heavens had 

blessed her. The child in her stomach was completely fine. 

However, when she thought of the child, she thought of the child in Mu Xue’s stomach that was more 

than four months pregnant. They were both fetuses in her stomach, but that child was… … 

Perhaps this was why she was unable to replace Mu Xue’s position in Dongfang Mo’s heart. This was 

because, at this critical moment, all she selfishly thought of was herself and the child in her stomach. 

As for Mu Xue, she was able to think about Dongfang Mo, even to the extent of not wanting the child in 

her belly for Dongfang Mo’s sake. This was something that she would never be able to do. 
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In the hospital, Xi Muxue only woke up four and a half hours after the surgery ended. It was already past 

seven in the morning. 

Dongfang Mo had been guarding the ward the whole time. Because Xi Muxue’s injuries were very 

serious, and because she had taken a bullet for him, she had to wait for her to wake up before she could 

leave. 

The first thing Xi Muxue saw when she woke up was Dongfang Mo, who was napping on the Sofa in the 

ward. She could not help but say excitedly, “Ah Mo, thank you for coming to save me. Mu Ru, she… is 

she okay? ” 

“She’s fine, ” Dongfang Mo’s voice was indifferent and distant. His cold gaze landed on her. “You were 

the one who had feather kidnapped last year? Was your miscarriage from seven years ago fake? ” 

Xi Muxue’s body shivered instinctively on the hospital bed. When she saw Dongfang Mo’s ice-cold face.. 

She could not help but tremble as she said, “Ah Mo, I don’t know why that masked man would say that. 

How could I have hired someone to kidnap feather? Didn’t your family doctor examine your miscarriage 

from seven years ago? That masked man… ” 

“Don’t push everything onto the masked man, ” Dongfang Mo quickly cut her off, then scoffed coldly, 

“Xi Muxue, your tricks can deceive the kind-hearted mu ru, but they can’t deceive me. The masked man 

was hired by you, right? ” 

“No, ” Xi muxue shouted almost instinctively Then, she hurriedly refuted, “Ah Mo, how could I be so 

stupid? Hiring someone to kidnap me, isn’t this like throwing a stone at your own feet? Moreover, I 

don’t have the financial ability, right? The current me… ” 

“You indeed don’t have the financial ability, but Dongfang Yingwu and Dongfang Mei both do, ” 

Dongfang Mei interrupted her coldly, not giving her any face at all. 

“Ah Mo, you suspect me? ” Xi Muxue’s voice trembled instinctively. “Ah MO, although it’s not right to 

pretend to be mu ru these few years, I’ve stayed by your side for five years. Moreover, I even suffered 

for Mu ru before the year… ” 



“then you deserve it, ” Dongfang Mo cut her off coldly again, then said coldly, “Xi Muxue, I’m not 

suspecting you now. I’m warning you, if you continue to muddle along with Dongfang Yingwu, your end 

will be even worse! ” 

Dongfang Mo left these words behind and walked out of the ward. He did not even turn his head to look 

at the woman who was still calling his name on the hospital bed. 

All these years, he had tolerated her misdeeds and even tolerated her fooling around outside. In reality, 

it was all because she had saved him in the past and accompanied him for half a year when he was 

injured. 

Now, he already knew clearly that the person who accompanied him on the hospital bed was Xi Muru. 

However, was the little girl who helped him clean up his wounds really Xi Muxue? 

If that was the case, then had she already recognized who he was back then when she had done that? 

And the way she had helped him clean his wounds was exactly the same as the way she had taken a 

bullet for him last night. They were all purposeful and planned? 

No, no, no, that shouldn’t be the case. He quickly denied it. After all, she was still so young back then. 

She was only twelve or thirteen years old, so she shouldn’t have been so scheming. 

Then, the reason why she had saved her back then was purely because of a moment of conscience or a 

moment of whim. It had nothing to do with whether she was naturally kind or not? 

Dongfang Mo had mixed feelings as he hired a special nurse for Xi Muxue at the hospital. He gave her a 

generous commission to take care of her until she was discharged. In the hospital, he also left a sum of 

money for Xi Muxue’s treatment and hospitalization. 
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Just as Dongfang Mo drove the car out of the hospital entrance, Ahao’s call came in. He quickly pressed 

the answer button Ahao’s anxious voice came from the phone, “boss, it’s bad. Madam and miss are 

going to the airport. They said they’re going back to Binhai. ” 

“Oh, I got it, ” Dongfang Mo replied. He was about to hang up the phone, but Ahao’s voice quickly 

followed, “boss, third young master is back… ” 

“ignore him for now. I’ll talk to him after I rush to the airport, ” Dongfang Mo quickly said and then 

quickly cut off Ahao’s phone. 

He threw the phone on the passenger seat and quickly changed lanes at the intersection in front. Then, 

he turned onto the road to the airport. There were not many cars on the road in the early morning, so 

he quickly stepped on the gas pedal to the maximum. 

This time, he did not expect mu ru to be kidnapped. He had thought that Dongfang Yingwu would give 

little feather a hand, so he focused on little feather. 

This time, he had saved mu ru as a hero saving the Damsel in distress, hadn’t he? 



However, after he had saved her, Xi Muru had once again retreated three steps, getting further and 

further away from him. 

A hero saving the Damsel in distress Thinking of this, he could not help but smile wryly. What kind of 

hero saving the Damsel in Distress Act was this? 

The hero saving the Damsel in distress stories in movies and television dramas had long been played 

over and over. Moreover, it was usually the male lead who saved the female lead from the hands of the 

villain. The female lead would be so grateful that she would cry her eyes out. Then, she would secretly 

wish for him. In the end, she would find someone to matchmake her, and in the end, it would be a 

perfect match. 

As for him? 

Well, he and Xi Muru were already husband and wife to begin with. There was no need to find someone 

to say that it was the perfect couple. However, she should at least have some gratitude towards him, 

right? 

Alright, even if there was no gratitude at all, his action of rushing to save her should at least be able to 

move her a little, right? 

In the end, that woman was indeed made of wood. She was not grateful or moved at all. She even 

wanted to push him to another woman. A little… … There was no love between husband and wife at all. 

Thinking of this, he then recalled that six years ago, she had been kidnapped by Nangong Xun. He had 

also gone to save the Damsel in distress, but in the end, he had almost lost his life and saved a fake, an 

imposter. But she had gone missing for five years. 

Recalling the past, the accelerator under his feet increased once again. He was afraid that he would be a 

step too late and not be able to catch up. Then, that stingy, yet stubborn, and self-righteous woman had 

really boarded the plane with little feather. 

Five years was neither long nor short, but for him, who was already thirty-four years old, he absolutely 

could not afford to wait for another five years. 

Mu Ru and little feather had taken a taxi to the airport. Mu Ru was dragging a light luggage bag, while 

little feather was dragging her own small luggage bag. One big and one small, the mother and daughter 

walked naturally to the departure hall. 

Mu Ru let feather sit down and she went to buy a plane ticket. However, when she came back after 

buying the plane ticket, she found that feather and the luggage had disappeared in an instant. 

She panicked and thought that she had been kidnapped again, so she could not help but pull the police 

officer in the departure hall to tell them that her daughter had been kidnapped and asked the police to 

help find her. 

After the police heard her story, they immediately said that the little girl had left with an Asian man. He 

did not look like she had been kidnapped because the little girl was very happy to see the man. 

Moreover, they had only left for a few minutes They were probably still in the parking lot because he 

saw them walking toward the parking lot. 
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An Asian man Little feather was very happy Did it just so happen that Che Qixuan came here? 

Thinking of this, she immediately ran to the parking lot. If Che Qixuan came, it would be good too. She 

would just go back to Korea with him. She didn’t even need to go back to Binhai. 

When she ran to the parking lot, she saw little feather looking up and talking to a man from afar. That 

man’s back was very familiar. It was indeed Che Qixuan. She couldn’t help but quicken her steps and 

shouted in surprise, “Qixuan, why are you… ” 

Mu Ru did not finish her words and immediately shut her mouth, because she suddenly realized that she 

had made a mistake. This person was not che Qi Xuan, but Dongfang Mo.. 

“Aren’t you in the hospital guarding your beloved… guarding Xi Muxue? ” Mu Ru played a little joke and 

then said plainly, “why are you here again? ” 

“Mu Ru, I still have some things to do. Wait for another two days. After I’m done, we’ll go back to Binhai 

together. ” Dongfang Mo could not be bothered to be angry with her and just opened the car door for 

her to get in. 

Mu Ru froze there. Little feather was already calling out to her. “Mommy, hurry up and get in. Daddy 

said that when he’s done, he’ll take us to Disneyland. I really want to go to Disneyland. There’s no 

Disneyland in Binhai. ” 

Mu Ru glared at him and thought to herself, “Dongfang Mo, isn’t it too despicable to start with a child? ” 

Why didn’t you tell little feather about the things between you and Xi Muxue… … What about the dirty 

things? 

Mu Ru really wanted to be shocked by Dongfang Mo, but since little feather was right in front of her, she 

resisted it. No matter what, she couldn’t let little feather see her and Dongfang Mo arguing. 

Moreover, when she thought of this, her hand unconsciously slid to her stomach. Moreover, she had a 

child in her stomach, and this child was also Dongfang Mo’s child. 

Alright, for the sake of the two children, she would go back with him. However, going back didn’t mean 

that she would compromise. This time, she wouldn’t compromise. She would divorce and let the two of 

them be. 

The entire journey was silent. Actually, little feather didn’t sleep well last night. This morning, his 

mommy woke him up and ran to the airport. Little feather was still a child after all. He couldn’t 

withstand such torment, so he fell asleep on the way back. 

However, this time, he did not return to his great-aunt’s villa. Instead, he went straight back to 

Dongfang Mo’s Villa by the sea in Hawaii. 

The car had just stopped when mu ru immediately pushed open the car door and got out. She 

immediately turned around to hug little feather who was sleeping. Dongfang Mo had already gently 

pulled her hand by her side. “Let me do it. Don’t wake her up. ” 



Mu Ru was slightly stunned. She immediately turned around and realized that this was not her great-

aunt’s villa because there was actually a blue sea outside the courtyard. 

While she was in a daze, Dongfang Mo had already carried little feather into the door. Mu Ru, on the 

other hand, had been standing by the car, refusing to follow him in. 

Dongfang Mo came out, and Mu ru was still standing by the car. He quickly walked over to her, grabbed 

her wrist, and said in a low voice, “Mu Ru, this is my holiday villa in Hawaii. Can you and little feather 

stay here for the time being? ” 

“I want to go back. ” Mu Ru struggled to break free from his wrist. “Dongfang Mo, let go of me. I want to 

divorce you. I absolutely can not… ” 

“Mu Ru, even if you have already determined that I am an extremely vicious person, even if you want to 

sentence me to a private sentence, I should still have the right to make a statement before sentencing, 

right? ” Dongfang Mo hugged the struggling mu ru tightly His deep voice was Hoarse as he asked. 
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At this moment, Mu Ru was not in the mood to listen to him. She tried to break his fingers, trying to free 

her wrist. Because Dongfang Mo’s grip was too strong, she was worried that her wrist would be broken 

by his grip. 

Ignore this man and don’t believe anything he says. Because those words are all fake and lies. From the 

beginning to the end, he has only treated you as a substitute. 

“Mu Ru, can you listen to me for a moment? ” Dongfang Mo saw that she was not willing to calm down 

and felt a pain in his heart. He could not help but pray in a low voice, “Mu Ru, can’t the two of US talk 

for a while? ” 

“What do you want to say? ” “Dongfang CEO? ” Mu Ru finally stopped struggling because she could not 

break his fingers. “However, if you want to make a statement, I’m sorry, Dongfang CEO. It seems that 

you’ve come to the wrong place, because I’m not a judge. ” 

“You’re a judge. ” Dongfang Mo still hugged her body tightly and placed his Chin on her shoulder. He 

said in a low voice, “Mu Ru, you’re my judge. I know that I’ve committed crimes in the past, but I want 

to make a statement. You have to listen to my statement. ” 

Mu Ru finally felt helpless. She had always been a soft touch. If Dongfang Mo were to use force on her, 

she would probably resist to the end. However, at this moment, Dongfang Mo — 

“Alright, then you can speak. ” Mu Ru finally compromised. She spoke with an ice-cold face, not even 

raising her eyes to look at him. 

“I” after Dongfang Mo said one word, he suddenly did not know where to start. Because there were too 

many things in the past, it seemed that the mistakes he had committed and the crimes he had not 

committed could not be explained in just a few words. 



In fact, after the masked man said those nonsense words last night, he felt that he should explain it 

clearly to Mu Ru. The reason why he didn’t refute the masked man at that time was because.. He felt 

that it was beneath him to argue with a strange man about his own matters. 

He was indeed wrong in the past, and it was ridiculously wrong. Therefore, he should give Mu ru an 

explanation. 

In fact, before he came to the United States, he had already thought that after the Binhai bidding was 

over and mu Ru’s birthday was over, he would take her to a place and have a good open conversation 

with her. 

But who knew that such a thing would happen Great-aunt actually participated in the activities with 

Dongfang Jun and the others. No, to be precise, Dongfang Jun had deceived great-aunt. 

At this moment, under such circumstances, Mu ru asked him to speak, but he did not know where to 

start. Or to be more precise, they should start from that matter. 

“President Dongfang, actually, I feel that there’s nothing more to talk about between us. ” Xi Muru saw 

that Dongfang Mo did not speak for a long time, and instead, she spoke first. 

“What do you mean there’s nothing to talk about? ” Dongfang Mo’s thick brows instinctively furrowed. 

He and she were going to spend the rest of their lives together, so how could there not be anything to 

talk about? 

“There’s indeed nothing to talk about. ” Mu Ru smiled wryly. “You see, my first relationship with you 

was when I married you on behalf of my sister. At that time, I was an ugly monster even uglier than Zhu 

Bajie, a jinx. ” 

“Xi Muru, what do you mean by this? ” Dongfang Mo’s face instantly darkened. was she trying to dig up 

old scores for him? 

“Hehehe, it’s nothing much. Alright, there’s nothing much to talk about between the two of us in the 

beginning. Then, let’s talk about what happened between us. No, to be precise, it’s between me, Xi 

Muxue, and you. ” 
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Mu Ru turned around and looked at Dongfang Mo. After a short pause, she said indifferently, “President 

Dongfang, I personally feel that there’s really nothing worth remembering between us. Perhaps it’s 

because I don’t like reminiscing about the past, or perhaps it’s because I don’t like reminiscing about the 

past either, so I’ve actually forgotten most of the things that happened between us. ” 

“Mu Ru! ” Dongfang Mo couldn’t help but call out her name in a low voice. He hugged her tightly in his 

arms again and choked on his sobs Then, he said with difficulty, “Mu Ru, I know. When we got married 

seven years ago, I was indeed a jerk. I shouldn’t have treated you like that. However, the interaction 

between us did not start because you replaced Mu Xue to marry me. Instead, it started eight years ago 

when I got into a car accident and was hospitalized. You brought me soup every day and read to me 

every day. ” 



Mu Ru was a little surprised when she heard this. She did not expect Dongfang Mo to actually know that 

it was her. However, how did he know? 

At that time, his eyes were covered with gauze, so he could not see her at all. She had never told anyone 

in one inch Mo city about it. Xi muxue would not be so stupid as to tell Dongfang Mo this, would she? 

“So, Mu Ru, when you took Mu Xue’s place to marry me, we had already crossed paths for more than 

half a year, ” Dongfang Mo saw that Mu ru was silent Then, he said softly, “and during that half a year, 

you were by my bed, and you always followed a wife to take care of her husband. ” 

Mu Ru smiled wryly when she heard his words. Then, she reminded him lightly, “President Dongfang, at 

that time, I was still taking care of you on behalf of Xi Muxue. So, from the beginning to the end, I’ve 

always been her substitute. The person you love… ” 

“before that, I didn’t fall in love with anyone, ” Dongfang Mo quickly cut off Mu Ru’s words and then 

said in a low voice, “Mu Ru, it was that half a year of your company that made me feel that you’re a 

good girl. You can endure loneliness. You’re a rare good girl. ” 

Dongfang Mo paused at this point, then said softly, “but, at that time, I didn’t know that it was you. I 

always thought that it was Mu Xue, so… ” 

“Then how did you find out later? ” Mu Ru cut him off. At that time, it was normal for him not to know it 

was her because she had originally played the role of Mu Xue. Not to mention that he couldn’t see.. 

Even the Dongfang family who took care of him didn’t know that she wasn’t Xi Muxue because she had 

covered her forehead at that time. 

“I only just found out about it, ” Dongfang Mo said softly. “Actually, after Xi Muxue pretended to be you 

last year and was gang-raped, I really didn’t know that it was Xi Muxue at that time. I thought it was you. 

After all, her face was completely unrecognizable. ” 

“that time, I suddenly mentioned a book. It was the ‘forrest gump’s true story’ that you read in one inch 

ink city seven years ago. Surprisingly, she actually didn’t know the title of that book, let alone the 

content, so… ” 

Dongfang Mo paused for a moment before he said softly, “that’s how I knew that it wasn’t you. At that 

time, I was very excited because the one who suffered wasn’t you. I was really… so happy! ” 

Mu Ru was silent. It seemed like she had misunderstood Dongfang Mo. she thought that he knew that it 

was Xi Muxue when Xi Muxue had met with an accident, but it turned out that it wasn’t the case. 

Chapter 849: Who is who 

 

“This doesn’t seem to be directly related to the fact that I was the one who brought you the soup eight 

years ago, right? ” Mu Ru interrupted him without batting an eyelid. Her voice was still indifferent and 

distant. 

“I was inspired by this incident, so this time when Xi Muxue came back from Korea to look for me, I told 

her about a small story in a magazine that you read to me eight years ago and a famous book called 



‘Jane Eyre’ . But she didn’t know anything about it, so I concluded that the person who came to my 

bedside to accompany me every day eight years ago was you and not her, Xi Muxue. ” 

Mu Ru found it funny when she heard this Then, she continued to remind him softly, “President 

Dongfang, you didn’t decide to marry Xi Muxue just because I took Xi Muxue’s place to accompany you 

at the hospital bed for half a year. Your marriage with her was already decided more than ten years ago, 

and at that time… “. “…” 

“At that time, it was because a girl named Xi muxue saved me, ” Dongfang Mo said as he took out a 

cotton scarf from his pocket and handed it to her. “This is the first gift Xi Muxue left for me. ” 

Mu Ru saw the white cotton scarf and could not help but frown. She took it and unfolded it, but she 

could not help but cry out, “are you sure this cotton scarf was left for you by Mu Xue? ” 

“What’s wrong? ” Dongfang Mo asked without batting an eyelid, “is there something wrong? ” 

“When did she give you this? ” Mu Ru stared at the cotton scarf and could not help but grab it tightly. 

“One afternoon, I fell because I was riding a motorcycle. She used this cotton scarf to bandage my 

wound, ” Dongfang Mo briefly described the situation that afternoon. 

“She said her name was Xi Muxue? ” Mu Ru’s mind quickly flew back to more than ten years ago. She 

remembered that she had a similar experience, but the person she saved at that time was not Dongfang 

Mo, but a black man with a black face She could not see his face clearly at all. 

“No, she didn’t say anything at that time. I just saw the name on the scarf and traced her home address, 

” Dongfang Mo said truthfully, then asked, “what’s wrong? Isn’t this scarf Xi Muxue’s? ” 

“Of course, this scarf should be Xi Muxue’s because her name is on it, ” Mu ru nodded Then, she said 

plainly, “it’s just that this scarf isn’t finished yet. The name on Xi Muxue’s usual cotton scarf is inlaid with 

gold, and the gold thread on this scarf hasn’t been inlaid yet. ” 

“You mean… The names on Xi Muxue’s scarves are all embroidered by you, right? ” When Dongfang Mo 

asked this, his voice gradually became excited. He could even be sure that the one who wore a white 

dress back then.. The little girl in the Sun Hat was his wife, Xi Muru. 

“The person I met back then was as black as an African, ” Mu Ru said plainly. “I didn’t meet a super 

handsome guy. If he really was a super handsome guy, I would probably be ashamed of myself and not 

dare to go forward. ” 

Dongfang Mo could not help but chuckle. He instantly hugged her tightly in his arms again, but there 

was a fog in his eyes that had not been there for many years. 

“Mu Ru, ” he called her name softly and said with a little sob, “Mu Ru, thank you, thank God, for letting 

me meet you more than ten years ago, but you… why isn’t your own name on the silk scarves that you 

carry with you? ” 

 Chapter 850 love is a superstition of the right place at the right time 

 



“Didn’t you realize that this silk scarf is very expensive? ” Mu Ru smiled bitterly. “Back then, I was still a 

servant in the XI family. Did a servant deserve a SILK SCARF? ” 

Dongfang Mo was stunned. It was just a piece of silk scarf. In his opinion, there was nothing worthy. 

However, Xi Yuancheng’s hatred for mu ru back then probably wouldn’t buy her a silk scarf or anything 

like that. 

“Then, why do you have Mu Xue’s silk scarf on you? ” Dongfang Mo was even more confused. 

“because Mu Xue loved to be smug at that time and liked to wear silk scarves, but her body was easy to 

lose, and she loved to say that someone else took her, so my mother thought of a way to sew her name 

on her silk scarf. Xi muxue herself didn’t like to take needles and thread, so this job became mine. I 

helped her sew her name on every silk scarf. ” 

Mu Ru paused at this point Then she said softly, “I should have gone to the stationery store to buy 

supplies that day. It was quite close to the central park, so I took her silk scarf to the central park to sew 

it for a while, but the horizontal line under the snow character wasn’t finished yet, so there was no line 

at that time. ” 

Only then did Dongfang Mo notice that it was indeed like that. The last horizontal line under the snow 

character was obviously a little shorter than the two horizontal lines above, but he had thought that it 

was deliberately embroidered with a missing corner character. 

“Mu Ru. ” Dongfang Mo was so excited that his voice was trembling. He squeezed her arms even harder 

“Mu Ru, that day… if it weren’t for this silk scarf, I wouldn’t have made the engagement with Xi Muxue. 

At that time… at that time, I thought that the person who bandaged my wound was her. ” 

Perhaps it was because Dongfang Mo hugged her too tightly that mu ru felt a slight pain in her arm. She 

could not help but struggle a little harder, but she was not very excited She just asked plainly, “you 

mean, you’re the person who was as black as a ghost in the afternoon? ” 

Dongfang Mo could not help but laugh when he heard her words. He relaxed a little and said, “yes, at 

that time, I fell on my motorcycle and fell into a pile of coal dust. My entire face fell down. How could I 

not be dyed like Master Bao? ” 

Mu Ru nodded and then said calmly, “alright, President Dongfang, if there’s nothing else, let me go 

upstairs. I feel a little tired. Since you won’t let me go, then I won’t go. ” 

“Mu Ru, back then… ” Dongfang Mo said with some difficulty, “actually, in my heart… ” 

“enough, President Dongfang. ” Mu Ru quickly cut him off Then, she reminded him lightly, “even if you 

were engaged to Xi Muxue because you got the wrong person, before your car accident, you and Xi 

Muxue had been dating for almost half a year. Even on the day of your car accident, Xi Muxue was still 

with you… “. “…” 

“I thought she was you, and the impression you left in my heart was too good, so I just… ” 

“I’m sorry, President Dongfang, I might not be in the mood to listen to your love story with Xi Muxue, ” 

Mu Ru said calmly as she struggled out of his embrace. She turned around and walked towards his 

holiday villa. 



“Mu Ru, why don’t you believe me? ”DongfanggMoo shouted from behind in distress, Ii really thought 

thatMuuXuee was you.Thatt year, the scarf you wore on you led me to the wrong line and connected 

the wrong bridge.Thenn, you tookMuuXuee’s place to bring soup to me by the bedside.Youu told me 

stories that deepened my impression ofMuuXuee, and at that time… ” 

 


